COMPLAINTS  AGAINST  PATENTS        23RD   JAN
unmeet in this time of dearth when great numbers of poor
people are grieved already and exasperate enough by their own
misery and great want of food There are at this present time
seven such patents, "being, for leather to Mr Darcy, for
brushes3 bottles and stone pots , for soap and barrel butter,
for cards, for vinegar, alliger, aqua mtae, aqua composita , and
for steel to a stranger
6 the estate of the english fugitives '
There is entered a work entitled The Estate of the English
fugitives^ being the true copy of that book which, contrary to
the author's intention, was lately printed in Paul's Churchyard,
but corruptly and ignorantly intermixed with fictions of tlie
publisher Herein our unexpeuenced gentlemen and credulous
Catholics are warned by many examples of the monstrous
ciuelty and treacheries of the Spaniard towards those who have
entered into his service
Of the Jesuits it is written that there is not any man's
business but they must have an oar in it,   they never plant
themselves in any places but in the midst of goodly cities where
they wring themselves into the fairest palaces     Their churches
are nch and sumptuous, their movables and household stuff
magnificent rather than decent, their gardens fine and comely,
their fare plentiful and of the best,  nor are they tied to any
risings in the night, or any the like hardness to which other
religious houses are subjected     Their first mass doth never at
any time begin before 8 of the clock     They are accounted the
greatest intelligences and statesmen of the world    They may
not receive any higher office or dignity, but they take the name
of a Jesuit not to be any whit inferior to the title of a bishop ,
nor are they subject to any controlrnent but only the Provincial
of their order    But the best is to see how busy and diligent
they are when they hear of a wealthy man that heth sick and hi
danger of death
As a proof of the affection of the subjects for the Queen in
England, note the behaviour of the people when a traitor is
earned to his arraignment or execution , which though it
should move the minds of men to commiserate the calamitous
estate of those unfortunate wretches, yet are the people, in
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